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Recommendation 
The Special Service Contract Committee recommends City Council provide direction on 
the proposed RFP process for FY22 Special Service Contracts (SSC).

Background
Staff anticipated budgeting $250K for Special Service Contracts related to social equity 
in FY22. The SSC Committee suggests potentially delaying the RFP to provide non-profit 
organizations more time to recover from the Covid pandemic and avoid fundraising 
fatigue. The Committee felt that going back to ‘business as usual’ might be premature at 
this point since non-profits haven’t yet returned to normal operations. 

Analysis
Over the last two years, the SSC process was revised to align with the Council and 
community's needs. As part of the revision, Council and the SSC Committee decided to 
separate regular services and special services. Regular service contracts are handled by 
the appropriate department where possible and special services remain in the Budget 
department. Special services also include social equity contracts that have been provided 
in recent years to address the critical priority according to the FY20 Social Equity Strategic 
Plan. 

In FY21, the City signed a majority of the regular and special service contracts to four-
year terms. However, social equity contracts were paused, allowing the Committee to 
assess needs and provide immediate relief to organizations affected by the Covid 
pandemic. Typically, the SSC RFP is released in the spring, and awards are distributed 
in July along with the adopted budget. In this case, the Committee recommends a further 
delay until the fall so that our community may be closer to returning to pre-pandemic 
norms.

The Covid health crisis has been especially hard on the non-profit sector. Our community 
groups have been dealing with closures and uncertain futures. Although state and federal 
relief programs have supported many non-profits, some have expressed feeling 
overwhelmed by funding applications during the pandemic. A delay in our social equity 
RFP process will give these groups time to recover and plan. A September or October 
RFP would help non-profits determine what programming or events they could produce 
with the potential funding. 



The SSC committee set budget amounts for special services in FY21, earmarking 
approximately $250k for social equity in FY22. As a reference, the RFP for FY20 included 
the following categories:

If Council decided they wanted to proceed with the RFP this spring, the SSC committee 
would release an RFP similar to the categories above. 

The budget team is also attaching the monthly the State Compliance Monthly Budget 
Reporting for February 2021. 

Exhibits:
Exhibit A: Special Service Contract Overview 
Exhibit B: List of Current Contracts 

Category Description

Housing Facilitate a range of affordable and quality housing opportunities that meet the life cycle needs of 
persons at all economic levels. 

Education Provide students with learning and enrichment opportunities outside of the regular school day to help 
overcome disparities

Inclusion Strive for cultivating a community that engages diverse perspectives, differing ideas, and individuals 
from different backgrounds to help define policy and practice and help shape culture 

WorkForce 
Development 

Innovative programs that focus on augmenting education, language, job skills, job finding, and resume 
building needs for those from lower to middle economic backgrounds.

Community Arts 
& Culture 

Support for the investment in arts and culture to sustain and develop this segment of the City’s economy 
through cultural tourism. 


